
Littleton Green Community School

Class plan - Reception  Cycle A

 

Me and My Community

Personal, social and emotional development

Starry Night

Understanding the world

Dangerous

Dinosaurs

Understanding the world

Once

Upon a

Time

Literacy

Sunshine and

Sunflowers

Understanding the world

Block: 1 2 3 4 5

PURPLE

Passport:

How to be PURPLE in our School-Paint

a self portrait; Taste a new fruit; Go on

an Autumn walk

Make leaf rubbings;

Fly a kite; Post a letter

How to be PURPLE in

our mining

community- Meet a

friend's pet; Take a

photo; Perform a song

Retell a story

to an

audience;

Make a

treasure

map; Dress

like a pirate

How to be PURPLE in

our wider community-

Visit a farm; Plants

some bulbs and watch

them grow;. Make a

sandwich

Parental

Engagement

Sessions:

I am PURPLE and Welcome Meetings The Great Outdoors -

Forest Schools/Bonfire

and Gang show

Safety Day - 8th

February

World Book /

Maths Day -

3rd March

Sports Days
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Dress Up Days: Hello Yellow - Mental Health Day - 9th

October

Children in Need -

12th November

Winter Jumper Day -

Save the Children -

10th December

World Book

Day - 3rd

March,

Comic Relief

- 18th March

NSPCC Numbers Day

Dates to note: International Day of Democracy - 15th

September, Black History Month -

October

Bonfire Night - 5th

November,

Remembrance Day -

11th November, Anti-

Bullying Week - 15th

-19th November

Christmas Meals Week Family Day -

21st

February,

British

Science

Week - 11th

- 20th

March,

Mother's Day

- 27th March

Sports Week - 23rd

May, Autism

Awareness Week - 2nd

April, World Earth Day

- 22nd April

Memorable

experience:

Have a Teddy Bear's Picnic Day and night walk Museum visit Fairy tale

magic

Outside explorers

Innovate

challenge:

Helping Bear Tessy Bear can't sleep Designing a dinosaur A story for

the king

Planning a picnic

Texts/Rhymes: Once there were Giants by Martin

Waddell; Lost and Found by Oliver

Jeffers

Peace at Last by Jill

Murphy; Owl Babies

by Martin Waddel;

How to Catch a Star

by Oliver Jeffers

Dear Dinosaur by

Chae Strathie; Little

Kids First Big Book of

Dinosaurs by

Catherine D Hughes;

Cave Baby by Julia

Donaldson

Goldilocks

and the 3

bears; 3 Billy

Goats Gruff;

Cinderella.

Errol's Garden by

Gillian; Hibbs, My

Butterfly; Bouquet by

Nicola Davies; Jump

and Shout! by Mike

Dumbleton
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Suggested

texts for home:

The Baby's Catalogue by Janet and

Ahlberg; Families Families Families by

Suzanne Lang

Whatever Next! by Jill

Murphy; Can't You

Sleep, Little Bear?

Martin Waddell

Dinosaur Roar! by

Henrietta Stickland;

Tyrannosaurus Drip by

Julia Donaldson; Dear

Dinosaur: T. Rex on

tour by Chae Strathie

Hansel and

Gretal; The

true story of

the 3 little

pigs by Jon

Scieszka;

The Princess

and the Pea

by Vera

Southgate

The Tiny Seed by Eric

Carle; The Very

Hungry Caterpillar by

Eric Carle; What Can

You See in Summer?

by Sian Smith

English: Where the Wild Things Are by Maurice

Sendak: Own version 'Wild Thing'

narratives labels, captions and oral re-

telling, developing a new character;

Bringing the Rain to Kapiti Plain by

Ver,a Aardema: Tourist Information

leaflets Labels and captions, retellings,

simple explanations.

Look up! Nathan

Byron and Dapo

Adeola Non

Chronological reports

Dialogue, Diaries,

retelling ( oral

dictation) mini -

autobiography, ship's

log; I am Henry Finch

by Alexis Deacon

Guide books - How to

think Timetables,

thought bubbles, lists,

commands, letters of

advice

The Magic Paintbrush

Julia Donaldson and

Joel Stewart Own

version' overcoming'

tales Thought

bubbles, labels, oral

re-telling, writing in

role , thank you

letters; Little Red Lynn

Roberts and David

Roberts Alternative

character versions ,

labels notes of advice

and adverts

The Tiny

Seed by Eric

Carle. Advice

leaflets,

Labels and

captions,

advice,

retellings,

writing in

role,

narratives

and letters; I

will not ever

eat a tomato

by Lauren

Child. Own

stories about

fussy eaters,

statements,

writing in

role,

shopping

lists.

Willy the wimp by

Anthony Browne.

Instructional guides to

being brave, writing in

role, letters, captions

and labels, narrative

retellings; Hairy

Maclary from

Donaldson's Dairy by

Lynley Dodd.

Alternative version

narratives, character

description, writing in

role, letters, leaflets.
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Communication

and language

Development:

-Connect one idea or action to another

using a range of connectives. -Asks

questions to find out more and to

check they understand what has been

said to them. -Understand how to

listen carefully and why listening is

important -Engage in story times

Listen to and talk about stories to

build familiarity and understanding. -

Develop social phrases

-Learn new

vocabulary -Engage in

story times -Listen to

and talk about stories

to build familiarity and

understanding -Use

talk to work out

problems and

organise thinking and

activities and explain

how things work and

why they might

happen. -Listen to and

talk about stories to

build familiarity and

understanding

-Articulate their ideas

and thoughts in well

formed sentences -

Engage in story times

-Listen to and talk

about stories to build

familiarity and

understanding -Listen

to and talk about

stories to build

familiarity and

understanding -Retell

the story once they

have developed a

deep familiarity with

the text, some as

exact repetition and

some in their own

words. -Describe

events in some detail.

-Learn new

vocabulary -

Articulate

their ideas

and

thoughts in

well formed

sentences -

Connect one

idea or

action to

another

using a

range of

connectives.

-Use talk to

work out

problems

and organise

thinking and

activities

and explain

how things

work and

why they

might

happen. -Use

new

vocabulary

in different

contexts.

-Learn new

vocabulary -

Understand how to

listen carefully and

why listening is

important -Asks

questions to find out

more and to check

they understand what

has been said to

them. -Engage in

story times -Listen to

and talk about stories

to build familiarity and

understanding
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Physical

development:

-Develop their small motor skills so

they can use a range of tools

competently, safely and confidently. -

Revise and refine the fundamental

movement skills they have already

acquired: -rolling, crawling, walking,

jumping, running, hopping, skipping,

climbing

-Develop their small

motor skills so they

can use a range of

tools competently,

safely and confidently.

-Revise and refine the

fundamental

movement skills they

have already

acquired: -rolling,

crawling, walking,

jumping, running,

hopping, skipping,

climbing

-Develop their small

motor skills so they

can use a range of

tools competently,

safely and confidently.

-Revise and refine the

fundamental

movement skills they

have already

acquired: -rolling,

crawling, walking,

jumping, running,

hopping, skipping,

climbing -Combined

different movements

with ease and fluency.

-Confidently and

safely use a range of

large and small

apparatus indoors and

outside.

-Revise and

refine the

fundamental

movement

skills they

have already

acquired: -

rolling,

crawling,

walking,

jumping,

running,

hopping,

skipping,

climbing -

Develop

their small

motor skills

so they can

use a range

of tools

competently,

safely and

confidently. -

Develop the

foundations

of a

handwriting

style which

is fast,

accurate and

efficient.

-Revise and refine the

fundamental

movement skills they

have already

acquired: -rolling,

crawling, walking,

jumping, running,

hopping, skipping,

climbing -Develop

their small motor

skills so they can use

a range of tools

competently, safely

and confidently. -

Combined different

movements with ease

and fluency. -Develop

overall body-strength,

balance, co-ordination

and agility. -Further

develop and refine a

range of ball skills

including throwing,

catching, kicking,

passing, batting and

aiming.
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Personal, social

and emotional

development:

-Manage their own needs. -Show

resilience and perseverance in the

face of challenge. -Taking turns with

others -Build constructive and

respectful relationships -Identify and

moderate their own feelings socially

and emotionally

-See themselves as a

valuable individual -

Express their feelings

and consider the

feelings of others -

Taking turns with

others

-Show resilience and

perseverance in the

face of challenge. -

Taking turns with

others

-Express

their feelings

and consider

the feelings

of others. -

Manage their

own needs. -

Taking turns

with others.

-Build constructive

and respectful

relationships. -Identify

and moderate their

own feelings socially

and emotionally. -

Manage their own

needs.

Mathematics: Power Maths Unit 1: Numbers to 5 Unit

2: Sorting Unit 3: Comparing groups

within 5

Power Maths Unit 4:

Change within 5 Unit

5: Time Unit 6:

Number bonds within

5

Power Maths Unit 7:

Numbers to 10 Unit 8:

Comparing numbers

within 10 Unit 9:

Addition to 10

Power Maths

Unit 10:

Number

bonds to 10

Unit 11:

Shape and

space Unit

12: Exploring

patterns

Power Maths Unit 13:

counting on and

counting back Unit 14:

Numbers to 20
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Understanding

the world:

-Talk about members of their

immediate family and community. -

Name and describe people who are

familiar to them. -Comment on images

in familiar situations in the past. -

Compare and contrast characters from

stories, including figures from the

past. -Recognises some similarities

and differences between the life in this

country and life in other countries. -

Explore the natural world around

them. -Understand the effect of

changing seasons on the natural world

around them. -Describe what they see,

hear and feel outside -Draw

information from a simple map

-Explore the natural

world around them. -

Understand the effect

of changing seasons

on the natural world

around them. -

Describe what they

see, hear and feel

outside -Recognise

that people have

different beliefs and

celebrate special

times in different

ways.

-Recognises some

environments that are

different to the one in

which they live. -

Understand that some

places are special to

members of their

community. -Compare

and contrast

characters from

stories, including

figures from the past

-Comment

on images in

familiar

situations in

the past. -

Compare

and contrast

characters

from stories,

including

figures from

the past. -

Recognises

some

similarities

and

differences

between the

life in this

country and

life in other

countries. -

Explore the

natural

world around

them. -

Understand

the effect of

changing

seasons on

the natural

world around

them.

-Explore the natural

world around them. -

Describe what they

see, hear and feel

outside. -Recognises

some environments

that are different to

the one in which they

live. -Understand the

effect of changing

seasons on the

natural world around

them.
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Expressive arts

and design:

-Return to and build on their previous

learning, refining ideas and developing

their ability to represent them. -

Explore use and refine a variety of

artistic effects to express their ideas

and feelings

-Create

collaboratively,

sharing ideas and

resources and skills. -

Sing in a group or on

their own,

increasingly matching

the pitch and

following the melody. -

Explore and engage in

music making and

dance, performing

solo or in groups.

-Creating with

materials; Being

imaginative and

expressive -Listen

attentively, move to

and talk about music,

expressing their

feelings and

responses. -Watch

and talk about dance

and performance art,

expressing their

feelings and

responses. -Develop

storylines in their

pretend play.

-Explore use

and refine a

variety of

artistic

effects to

express their

ideas and

feelings -

Listen

attentively,

move to and

talk about

music,

expressing

their feelings

and

responses. -

Sing in a

group or on

their own,

increasingly

matching

the pitch

and

following the

melody. -

Explore and

engage in

music

making and

dance,

performing

solo or in

groups.

-Return to and build

on their previous

learning, refining

ideas and developing

their ability to

represent them. -

Create collaboratively,

sharing ideas and

resources and skills. -

Watch and talk about

dance and

performance art,

expressing their

feelings and

responses. -Sing in a

group or on their own,

increasingly matching

the pitch and

following the melody. -

Develop storylines in

their pretend play.
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Big Wide World

Understanding the world        

Block: 6        

PURPLE Passport: Visit a place of worship; Make

a treasure map; Look up

where you live on a map

       

Parental Engagement

Sessions:

I am an ARTIST!        

Dress Up Days:        

Dates to note:        

Memorable experience: Fantastic journeys        

Innovate challenge: Planning a trip        
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Texts/Rhymes: Our World: A First Book of

Geography by Sue Lowell

Gallion; All Are Welcome by

Alexandra Penfold; Under the

Same Sky by Britta Teckentrup

       

Suggested texts for

home:

Handa's Hen by Eileen

Browne; Handa’s Surprise by

Eileen Browne; David

Attenborough: Little People;

Big Dreams by Maria Isabel

Sanchez Vegara

       

English: So much by Trish Cooke and

Helen Oxenbury. Own 'so

much' nrrative poems, past

tense sentences, writing in

role, performance/narrative

poetry; Oi! Frog by Own

version rhyming narratives,

rhyming flipbooks, questions,

captions and labels.
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Communication and

language

Development:

-Learn new vocabulary -

Understand how to listen

carefully and why listening is

important -Asks questions to

find out more and to check

they understand what has

been said to them. -Retell the

story once they have

developed a deep familiarity

with the text, some as exact

repetition and some in their

own words.

       

Physical development: -Revise and refine the

fundamental movement skills

they have already acquired: -

rolling, crawling, walking,

jumping, running, hopping,

skipping, climbing -Develop

the overall body strength, co-

ordination, balance and agility

needed to engage

successfully with future PE

sessions. -Confidently and

safely use a range of large

and small apparatus indoors

and outside.

       

Personal, social and

emotional

development:

-See themselves as a valuable

individual. -Show resilience

and perseverance in the face

of challenge. -Think about the

perspectives of others.
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Mathematics: Power Maths Unit 15:

Numerical patterns Unit 16:

Measure

       

Understanding the

world:

-Talk about members of their

immediate family and

community. -Name and

describe people who are

familiar to them. -Compare

and contrast characters from

stories, including figures from

the past. -Draw information

from a simple map -

Recognises some similarities

and differences between the

life in this country and life in

other countries.

       

Expressive arts and

design:

-Explore use and refine a

variety of artistic effects to

express their ideas and

feelings. -Create

collaboratively, sharing ideas

and resources and skills. -

Listen attentively, move to

and talk about music,

expressing their feelings and

responses. -Sing in a group or

on their own, increasingly

matching the pitch and

following the melody.
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